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TOOLS Sec. 28

15748
Moulding Cutting Tool

A professional quality tool that cuts with absolute
accuracy every time to give a clean, accurate and
precise edge.  The 15748 tool features a
replaceable razor-sharp blade cutting against a
plastic anvil which is also replaceable.  Excellent for
cutting rubber/plastic moulding (up to 3-1/2"),
weatherstrip, carpeting and most flexible materials.
The tool measures 10" overall and the handles are
vinyl coated.

UNIT PACK AGE: 1

20900
Hose Cutter

Razor sharp blade cleanly cuts heater hoses, fuel line
hoses and any other type of flexible hose up to 1-1/4"
diameter:  The stainless steel blade is reversible for
double the life.  The pliers are made of glass-filled gray 
nylon for strength.  Includes a locking hoop for safe
storage.  Overall length: 9-1/2".

UNIT PACKAGE: 1

15750
Re place ment Cut ting Blades

For Moulding Cutting Tool 15748

UNIT PACK AGE: 2

15751
Re place ment An vil

For Moulding Cutting Tool 15748

UNIT PACKAGE: 1

14477
Hole Saw Kit

The five most popular hole saw sizes plus one pilot drill packaged in a high impact resistant plastic case.  The 
kit contains:

Sizes 7/8"(22mm) 1-1/4"(32mm)
1"(25mm) 1-1/2"(38mm)

1-1/8"(29mm) 1/4" Pilot Drill

Each saw is constructed with a high speed M3 cutting edge welded to a resilient alloy back.  The saws will cut 
a 1-3/8" deep hole in any material that can be cut with a hacksaw blade—from wood and plastics to harder
materials such as stainless steel.  The patented feature of our hole saws is an arbor that is permanently
attached to every unit.
For best results, use a 1/2" drill, chucking directly to the stem.  1/4" and 3/8" drills can chuck directly to the
stem of the pilot drill (not recommended for sawing holes over 1").

UNIT PACKAGE: 1
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